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Abstract. Schnorr [l] proved a lower bound on the number of additions in monotone computations 
of rational polynomials. He conjectured a similar lower bound on the number of v-gates in 
monotone networks computing monotone Boolean functions. We disprove this conjecture. 
Let & be the set of all monotone Boolean functions that means all functions 
f:{O, l}“+{O, l}(ncN) h h w ic may be computed by networks if only A- and v-gates 
are available. C,,,cf) is the minimal number of A- and v-gates in any monotone 
network computing fi Schnorr [ 1] considered a different complexity measure: C,(f), 
the minimal number of v-gates (A-gates have cost zero) in any monotone network 
computing fi Obviously C,(f) < C,,,.u). Therefore one is interested in proving lower 
bounds on C#). 
We introduce some well known definitions. Let x1, . . . , xn be Boolean variables. A 
monomtisaproductof~ariables:t(x~,...,x,)=~i~~xi,S~{l,...,n}.Amonomt 
is an implicant of fc a”, iff t <f (t = 1 implies f = 1). An implicant t of f is a prime 
implicant of f iff no monom t’> t is an implicant of f (no shortening of a prime 
implicant is still an implicant). Let PI(/) be the set of all prime implicants of fi It is well 
known that f(xl, . . . , x,) = VtcPItfl t(xl, . . . , x,). This representation is called the 
monotone disjunctive normal form of f (MDNF). 
Definition 1. B 5 PI(f) is b-separated iff 
VrEPICf) Vs,fEB: r>sAf*(r=s or r=f). 
Definition 2. #b(f) := max {IBI - 1IB c PI(f), B b-separated}. 
Schnorr [l] stated the following conjecture: 
Vf En-:: cvcf) 3 #b(f)* (1.) 
In the case of the monotone computation of a monotone rational polynomial f we 
substitute bb,Y? for cc/\,r, “+” for ‘(v” ant 1 rstional variables for Boolean variables. 
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Besides this all positive rational numbers are possible entries of the network. Let 
t,+Cf) be the minimal number of additions in each monotone computation off and let 
# (f9 be a colmplexity measure for f based on a similar definition of separateness as 
stated in Definition 1 and 2. Schnorr [l] proved for all monotone rational poly- 
nomials f: L+(f) 2 # (0. Therefore one may suppose that the conjecture (1) is valid 
too. 
We disprove this conjecture. In [2] the author investigated the monotone 
complexity of functions which are generalizations of the Boolean matrix product. 
One got a good lower bound for the necessary number of ~-gates but not for the 
necessary number of v-gates. On the contrary an astonishing small upper bound for 
the number of v-gates was proved. The functions gM which are defined below are 
based on these functions. 
gM will be a function of M3 + 6M variables which will be labelled &( 1 G i G 3, 
1 =G h s M, 1 s i G2) and yhlhzhs (16 hl, hZ, h3 s M). 
fkfbaidam 3. We define gM E fif by its MDNF: 




kemma 1. C,(gM)SM3+6M2+3M- 1. 
Pmof. Let 
fh, h2hj := &&x~,I W!12x;22x;32- 
[The fUndOnS zhlh2h3 all together form the function & which has been investigated 
in [2].) We can rewrite 
Now 
Step 
gM= v yhI h2hs A zh, h2hs 
1~hI.h2,h~sM 
we define a monotone network computing gM. 
2. Compute for all i&(1,2,3} and all hl, h2, hse{l,. . . , M} 
If i = j we have M possibilities to choose (hi, hi). If i # j we have M2 possibilities to 
choose (hi, hi). Therefore Step 1 requires 6M2 + 3M v-gates (and no A-gate). 
Step 2. Compute for all i E { 1,2,3} and all hl, h2, h3 E { 1, . . . , M} 
b;llh2hl := t&h1 A &ha) A ak?h3 = Xi,1 V Xi12Xi22XZ32~ 
Step 2 requizes no v-gate (but 3M2 +3M3 A -gates). (If Step 2 is used in a 
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computation of a rational polynomial we obtain the term (x ‘&I )3 and other undesired 
terms.) 
Srep 3. Compute for all hr, hz, h3 E (1,. . . , M} 
Chlh2h3 := biIhZh3 dlhshs AbJhltazh, 
= xi&lx;*lx;~l v x~,zx~,*& = ZhIh2hr 
. 
Step 3 requires no v -gate (but 2M3 h-g&s). (Steps 1,2 and 3 Compute ali zhlhzh3 by” 
its monotone conjunctive normal form.) 
Step 4. Compute for all hl, h2, h3 E (1,. . . , M} 
dhlhzh3 I= yhlhZhj A ChIh2h3 = yh,hahj A thlhZh3- 
Step 4 requires no v-gate (but M3 A-gates). 
Step 5. Compute 
gM= v dhlhZh3’ 
lshl.h2.h+M 
Step 5 requires M3 - 1 v-gates (and no A -gate). 
Combining the results of all five steps we have proved the lemma. 
Remark : Our network requires 6M” + 3M2 A-gates. 
Lemma 2. PI(g,,,) is b-separated. 
Proof. Let r, s, tEPI(gM) and r 2 s A f. We have to prove r = s or r = t. We may write 
r = yhIh2h3d&~2kd31: 
S = y hih;hjX Li/‘X zj4.X :;I’ and t = yh~hihjX~~,“XKI;I”X~~~“. 
For each monom m let V(m) be the set of all variables which are contained in m. 
Since r 3s A t: V(r) c V(s) v V(t). 
Without loss of generality we may assume yhlh2h3 = Yhjhjhi* 
Case 1. I= 1’. Obviously r = s. 
Case 2.1# I’. Therefore X& # x&l for all i E { 1,2,3}. Since V(r) c V(s) u V(t) we 
conclude for all i x&l = x&In. In particular hi - - hr for all i and therefore yhlh2h3 = 
)!hj;&hg. All together we have proved r = t. 
Lemma 3. #b(gM)=2M3--1. 
Proof. PI(g& is b-separated (Lemma 2) and PI&) is the largest possible b- 
separated set (Definition 1). Therefore (by Definition 2) # b(gM) = IPI@M)I - 1= 
2M3 - 1 where the last equality follows from the definition of gM* 
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~p~t1.i#Ma7:M~+tiM~+3M-l<2M~-l. 
By Lemma 1, Lemma 3 and Fact 1 we have proved the following theorem: 
Thearem. VM 37: Cv(gd < # dgd 
Therefore the conjecture (1) is disproved. 
Rem&r&. Our network contains 62M3 +3M2 A-gates and M3+6M2 +3M - 1 v- 
gates, that means 7M3 + 9M2 + 3M - 1 gates on the whole. 06viously this network is 
not optimal. We need only 2M2 + 2M3 A-gates to compute all (XL,, A &) A x:,1. 
Afterwards M3 v-gates are sufficient to compute all z h lh2h3. Finally we take M3 
A-gates and M3 - 1 v-gates to compute 
gM = v Yh,hzhj A fh,hzhJ l 
lsh,,ht.hpsM 
This network contains only 5M3 + 2M2 - 1 gates. 
Also some modifications of Schnorr’s conjecture remain open: 
(1) every optimal monotone network for f requires # b(f) v-gates 
(2) c&f) 2 # b(f)* 
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